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ABSTRACT 

In-home monitoring has the potential to help track health changes for older adults with 

chronic health conditions, thereby making early treatment possible when exacerbations 

arise. A recliner chair is often used by older adults, even for sleeping at night, for those 

with breathing difficulty, neck and back problems, or other pain. Here, we present a 

sensor system for recliner chairs that can be used to monitor heart rate and respiration 

rate. The system uses two accelerometers placed strategically to capture these vital 

signs noninvasively and without direct contact with the body, while at same time being 

hidden from view. The system was tested with 45 subjects, with an average age of 78.8 

years for both upright and reclined configurations of the chair. We also tested the 

system on 6 different types of recliner models. An accuracy of 99% for heart rate and 

93% for respiratory rate was obtained. An analysis of the error distribution patterns 

according to age, gender and recliner configurations are considered.  

A validation study of a commercially available sensor, Murata SCA11H, which is 

primarily designed for use on the bed is tested on the chair and the results are 

presented in this thesis. We have also developed a measure known as the “Breathing 

Pattern Index”  that can be useful in determining the respiratory health of the occupants 

on the chair. Initial studies of the effectiveness of this index and algorithm are evaluated 

and the results are presented.  This new system and index have the potential to help in 

identifying very early health changes and improve health outcomes for older adults. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

This chapter gives an overview of the motivation, problem statement and the primary 

goals for developing the chair sensor system and the “Breathing Pattern Index”. 

1.1       Motivation 

Monitoring of essential vital signs has become more important than ever, considering 

the increased risk of cardiovascular ailments today [1].  Of the 56.4 million death which 

occurred in 2015, 23.4 million deaths were caused due to cardiovascular diseases. Of 

these 8.76 million were caused by Ischaemic heart disease, 6.24 million by stroke, 3.19 

million by lower respiratory infections, 3.17 million by chronic obstructive pulmonary 

disease and 1.69 million by lung cancers [32]. According to the Centre for Disease 

Control and Prevention (CDC) around 200,000 deaths caused due to heart diseases can 

be prevented in the US alone [33]. The lifestyle associated with today’s work 

environment also has a part to play in this. Since most of us work in desktop office 

environment that requires continuously sitting for long hours, we often do not get 

adequate exercise to keep our bodies healthy. Hence many people have now started 

developing these chronic cardiovascular condition in their early forties and fifties. By 

the time people reach their sixties, they have a host of diseases which drastically 

decreases their quality of living.  This decrease in standard of living and inactivity leads 

to a host of other psychological problems like depression and loss of self-esteem.  

According to the CDC, depression affects 1-5 % of the general elderly population, but 

about 13.5 % of the elderly that require home health care and about 11 % of the elderly 

in hospitals [33]. This abnormally high prevalence of depression among the elderly with 

health problems is a worrying trend. Older adults are at risk of misdiagnosis and lack of 

treatment because some of their symptoms can mimic normal age-related issues. 

Symptoms can also be mistakenly attributed to other illnesses, medications, or life 

changes. Elderly patients might also be reluctant to talk about their feelings or fail to 

understand that physical symptoms can be a sign of depression. For elderly people 
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living independently, isolation can make it difficult to reach out for help. In order to 

combat this problem a new concept known as “Aging in Place” has been adopted at 

many assisted living homes across the US. “Aging in Place” is defined by the CDC as “ The 

ability to live in one’s home and community safely, independently and comfortably, 

regardless of age, income or ability level”.   This concept has been fundamental to the 

many assisted living centres opened in recent years across the US. The main application 

of the work in this thesis is for continuous health monitoring at these centres. 

 In-home sensing has the potential to track health and improve health outcomes by 

continuously and non-invasively monitoring older adults, catching early indicators of 

health change, and thereby facilitating proactive action to prevent health decline [2]. 

Many of these in home systems when working in conjunction, can provide a more 

complete picture of the patient’s health. For example tracking changes in one’s 

respiratory patterns could give information about impeding heart problems, or tracking 

patient’s restlessness, amount of time in bed could give an indication about their mental 

health and wellbeing.  Some of the non-invasive technologies include radar to detect 

falls, depth sensors to capture gait, and bed sensors to capture sleeping patterns. Our 

sensor system is designed primarily to complement the bed sensor system in providing 

continuous heart and respiration data, especially at night when older adults sleep on 

Recliner chairs. 

1.2       Problem Statement 

Bed sensors have also been proposed for capturing heart rate and respiration 

unobtrusively, such as the hydraulic bed sensor described in [4], [5]. This hydraulic bed 

sensor was designed and validated at the Center for Eldercare and Rehabilitation 

Technology and has been deployed at TigerPlace Assisted living site, Columbia, MO. The 

bed sensor consists of 4 transducers placed vertically parallel to each other each with a 

pressure sensor.   The goal is to monitor the occupant’s heart and respiratory rates 

throughout the night so that long-term health changes can be tracked and their effects 

studied. Alerts can then be sent to the clinical staff if there are anomalies. However, 

many older adults find it uncomfortable to sleep on the bed due to breathing problems 

or pain, and instead sleep on recliner chairs. 
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One of the most common problem that cause breathing difficulty in older adults while 

sleeping is Congestive heart Failure (CHF). Around 5.7 million Americans have CHF and 

it is the leading cause of hospitalization in the United States for adults above the age of 

65 years. Every year CHF causes around 300,000 deaths [34].  CHF is caused when the 

pumping force of the heart drops below normal and hence the heart cannot pump 

enough oxygen to the lungs and other parts of the body. When the heart cannot pump all 

the blood out, the blood starts to fill in the ventricles and build up, congesting the heart 

and also causes the fluid to back up especially in the lungs.  Generally there are 2 types 

of heart failure: Systolic and Diastolic. Systolic failure happens when the heart cannot 

contract or pump blood efficiently while Diastolic failure happens when the heart 

contraction is normal, but during the relaxation phase, it becomes stiff or rigid. Diastolic 

heart failure is more common in older adults. Thus the heart is unable to fill properly 

which causes back up in the lungs, filling the lung sacs with fluid and hence the patient is 

unable to breathe properly. This problem is exacerbated while lying down. While 

standing or seating upright the natural force of gravity aides the flow of blood into the 

heart. Hence older adults with CHF prefer to sleep in recliners so that their breathing 

becomes easier.  

Studies have also shown that CHF leads to apnea, both central and obstructive [35]. 

Central apnea is caused when the brain does not send proper signals to the lung muscles 

for breathing, while obstructive apnea occurs when the airway becomes blocked. The 

two types of apnea can occur simultaneously but usually for CHF patients it begins with 

obstructive apnea and gradually the central apnea starts.  Other causes for avoiding 

sleeping on the bed are lower back and general body pain. The most common causes of 

back pain in older adults are osteoarthritis and spinal stenosis.  Osteoarthritis is a 

degenerative condition that develops gradually over time. The pain is caused by the 

breakdown of the cartilage between the facet joints in the spine. At first the symptoms may 

only be intermittent, but can later develop into steadier pain in the lower back, and may 

eventually cause sciatica in addition to lower back pain. From the surveys conducted, older 

adults say that the soft cushion of the bed does not support the natural structure of the spine, 

while the recliner chair cushion being stiffer provides a much more comfortable support. 

Some elders may also have additional problems such as diabetes, which causes them to 

wake up and frequently use the bathrooms at night. They say it is easier to do this while 
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sleeping on a recliner than on the bed.  Sometimes, elders accidentally fall asleep on the 

recliners while watching TV or just reading. In all the above cases, we will not be able to 

obtain the data from the bed. In order to predict and track health changes continuous data is 

essential and our chair sensor system can be complemented together with the bed sensor to 

provide this. 

Diseases such as CHF generally tend to show subtle changes in the respiratory patterns in 

advance of the actual diagnosis and preliminary studies are conducted in this thesis to see if 

we can track these changes using the “Breathing Pattern Index”.    

  

 

1.3       Contribution of this thesis 

As mentioned before in the problem statement, a chair sensor system that does the same job 

as the bed sensor was required to continuously monitor residents heart and respiration rates. 

In this thesis a sensor system that can do this job is presented. This mainly involves testing 

the proof of concept of the sensing mechanism, testing the system in the lab and finally 

testing the system in a real time environment to monitor its efficacy. The sensor system 

developed here is specially designed for use on recliner chairs which are mainly used by older 

adults. The sensor used to measure the signals is an accelerometer. The system is tested on 6 

different types of recliner chair models and the goal of the developed sensor system is to give 

accurate results for a wide variety of recliner models.  

The locations where the accelerometers are placed on the recliner chair is important. And we 

have 2 design constraints. First, the accelerometer placed should not be on any surface that 

would be in contact with the occupant. In other words it should not be on the seat or the 

backrest of the recliner chair. This is because our sensor system is mainly designed for older 

adults who may find it discomforting to sit on the recliner with sensors on the cushion of the 

chair. This thesis explores the best possible locations to obtain the heart and respiration rates. 

The performances of the accelerometers placed at these design criteria locations are evaluated 

and accordingly the locations are selected.  In order to validate this system a study is 

conducted on older subjects and the performance of the system is evaluated. The results are 

presented here. Statistical analysis of the results is also done. General trends with respect to 
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the accuracy of the heart and respiration rates according to the age and gender of the study 

participants are evaluated and explanations for these trends are suggested.   

 A commercially available sensor, the Murata SCA11H is tested on the recliner chair and 

the results are presented here. The SCA11H was mainly designed to capture the heart 

and respiration signals by placing it under the mattress or on the frame of the bed. Since 

it uses the same concept as our sensing system, i.e detecting the heart signals by sensing 

the transfer of Ballistocardiogram (BCG) signals to the chair or the bed, the SCA11H was 

tested on the same locations as the accelerometer from our system. A comparison is 

made between the two sensors and the results are presented here. The Breathing 

Pattern Index (BPI) is defined and preliminary studies for it are conducted.  The BPI can 

be used as a general measure of the respiratory health of the patient. It is similar to the 

Rapid shallow breathing Index (RSBI) developed in [35] with one major advantage, that 

it can be measured in real time with for every breath. Its application on the data 

obtained from the chair sensor study is shown. The trends in the change in BPI are 

analysed over time.   
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Chapter 2 

Related Work and Background 

2.1    Sensing Technologies 

Many types of sensing technologies have been proposed to capture the vital signs in 

naturalistic living environments. With the growth in electronics, these sensors are 

becoming smaller in size and hence can be worn on the body [7]. Technologies that 

monitor these vital signs can be divided into wearable and non-wearable sensors. Many 

wearable sensors that monitor vital signs are already available in the commercial 

market; The most well-known of wearable sensors are activity trackers, such as Fitbit 

which mostly use 3 axis accelerometer to measure fitness parameters such as number of 

steps taken, distance walked, calories burned, floors climbed etc. These trackers not 

only give the numbers but can also output the measure that gives the intensity of the 

activity. Current research has been investigating how to make these wearable sensors 

more efficient and smaller in size [8, 9].  

There have also been many skin patch sensors developed that monitor health 

parameters and hemodynamics. Generally skin patch sensors use optical infrared photo 

sensitive resistors. However these sensors are not able to measure deep arterial flow.  

Hence in [36] a patch sensor is developed that uses RF frequency resonance to  monitor 

the health of the patient by tracking the limb hemodynamics.  RF frequency being a 

lower frequency than IR is less absorbed by the body.  Inadequate blood flow can be an 

indicator of many underlying diseases such as peripheral artery disease (PAD), 

atherosclerosis, heart failure, ischemic muscle damage, diabetes, and stroke. In severe 

cases, insufficient blood flow to organs and limbs may lead to common medical 

problems including myocardial infarction, tissue ischemia, irreversible tissue damage, 

and organ or limb failure or loss.  

  

In our case, where the target population is older adults in private homes or senior 

housing, wearable sensors are not the best option, since they may cause discomfort, 
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irritation and sometimes even cause health hazards leading to rashes and infections 

[10]. Sometimes seniors are reluctant to use wearable technologies because they don’t 

trust it or understand it’s working. They may also feel that the devices are invading their 

privacy.  Also, wearable devices must be worn consistently. For adults with memory 

related diseases remembering to put the devices back on if removed can be a challenge. 

These spots of incomplete data can induce a lot of discrepancies while running 

algorithms on them to track long term health changes. Wearable sensing devices also 

need to be re-charged, which can be difficult for older adults. Non-wearable sensing 

devices solve a number of the above problems, especially for older adults. 

 

2.2    Chair Sensor Studies 

There have been a number of chair sensors developed using non-wearable sensing 

technologies. Some of the functionalities of these include posture detection, user activity 

classification [31], stress recognition, and attention level detection of the occupants of 

the chair. One of the most basic approaches of sensing the posture of a person in a 

seated position is to put a pressure sensor mat on the chair, as used in [11]. Here, a 

commercially developed pressure sensor mat by Tekscan is used to cover both the seat 

and backrest of the chair. Depending upon the pattern of signals from the pressure 

sensor, principal components analysis (PCA) is used to determine one of 14 different 

sitting positions: (1) 

seated upright, (2) leaning forward, (3) leaning left, (4) leaning right, (5) right leg 

crossed (with knees touching), (6) right leg crossed (with right foot on left knee), (7) 

left leg crossed (with knees touching), (8) left leg crossed (with left foot on right knee), 

(9) left foot on seatpan under right thigh, (10) right foot on seatpan under left thigh, 

(11) leaning left with right leg crossed, (12) leaning right with left leg crossed, (13) 

leaning back, and (14) slouching. The sensing algorithm first classifies whether the 

person is sitting in a static position or continuously moving and based on that, it uses 

different sets of training data.  An accuracy of 96% was obtained when the system was 

tested on the same users as the training data and 76% accuracy was obtained when 

multiple users were tested.  
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Figure 2.1: Chair sensors used in the related work, that involve placing sensors on the 

armrest (left) [14] and the backrest of the chair (right) [31].  

 

Figure 2.2: Chair sensors used in the related work, that involve placing an EMFi film 

on the seat and backrest (left) [14] and a pressure sensor mat (right) [22] .   

Using predictive analysis, Fu et al. [12] have developed a chair system that can predict 

the future activity of the occupant based on his/her current posture. This study uses 

eight force sensing resistors (FSR) placed at strategic locations, with 4 on the backrest 
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of the chair to detect back postures (body leaning right, leaning back, body leaning left, 

no contact) and 4 on the seat of the chair to detect leg postures (sitting upright, crossing 

right leg on left leg, crossing left leg on right leg, sitting forward, no contact). The future 

activity is predicted from combining data obtained from the backrest and seat FSRs. 

 

In contrast to the work described in [11], our system is designed primarily for recliner 

chairs, with the target population being older adults. In [11], the Tekscan pressure 

sensor mat covers the whole backrest and seat and is primarily designed for chairs with 

a rigid surface on the seat and back rest. Recliner chairs, on the other hand, are designed 

with more cushion, and hence the pressure mat may not work as accurately as desired. 

In addition, the pressure mats and the FSRs in [12] are placed on the surface of the seat 

and the backrest of the chair, which would make older adults reluctant to use them. Our 

system uses accelerometers placed at hidden locations (none on the surface of the seat 

and backrest) and requires little to no modification to the recliner chair. 

In [14], a study was conducted on how people sit in chairs and what are their 

preferences. Based on their preferences, the locations of the sensors were determined. 

In the study, 50 participants (25 male, 25 female) working mainly in a desk job office 

environment were interviewed and asked about their sitting position preferences; 67% 

said they often use the chair backrest, only 6% responded that they never use backrests. 

Armrests were also used with 38% reporting that they often use armrests and 42% 

responding that they sometimes use the armrests. Participants were also asked whether 

they had a primary chair (chair they use for more than 6 hours a day) and 91% 

responded positively. Of the participants with a primary chair, 94% responded that they 

had a backrest, and 71% responded that they had armrests. In this study 

electrocardiogram (ECG) sensors were placed on the armrests, assuming that many 

occupants may not wear full length sleeves. Although this type of sensing seems may be 

viable in an office setting, in our case for older adults it becomes a disadvantage. Such 

skin contact with ECG leads may cause discomfort to older adults due to their more 

sensitive skin and may also play a part in the spread of rashes and other skin ailments in 

older adults, which may be a problem due to weak immune systems. 
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Chair sensors have also been developed to monitor the attention and stress levels of the 

occupant.  Studies have also been done to monitor attention and stress levels of the 

chair occupants. In [13] Arnrich et al. use the Tekscan pressure mat to calculate the 

spectra of the norm of the center of pressure (CoP), from which the features are derived 

to classify the stress levels of the occupants. In the study the participants are required to 

take part in two activities. One under stressful condition and the other under normal 

conditions. The subjects were not informed about this and were falsely told that they 

were participating in a test that correlated cognitive performance with physiological 

characteristics. The mental stress activity involved solving an adaptive-timed mental 

arithmetic test under a social evaluation threat (a known person would be continuously 

monitoring their performance). The controlled condition involved performing the 

mental arithmetic test with time and social threat limitations. The classification 

accuracy obtained in this work was around 73.5%. This may be due to not placing 

sensors in the back and arm rest of the chair. 

 

2.3   Studies Using Ballistocardiogram Sensing 

There have been a number of studies conducted using sensors capturing the 

Ballistocardiogram (BCG) signal, primarily due to its non-invasive nature [15]. BCG 

signals have been studied for evaluating sleep quality, heart and respiratory patterns 

[16, 17, and 18] and also identifying cardiac related problems [19, 20, and 21]. There 

have also been many studies conducted on estimating vital signs, while a person is 

asleep using BCG signals. In [25] a hydraulic bed sensor is developed that captures the 

BCG signal unobtrusively when a person is lying on the bed. The sensor system consists 

of 4 transducers placed vertically under the mattress. Each transducer is a 3 inch wide, 

20 inch long flexible tube filled with water, with a pressure sensor placed at one end. 

The BCG reaction forces are captured by the pressure sensor, caused by the movement 

of fluid inside of the transducer. Similarly, thin film force sensors can be placed under 

the bed to obtain the heart rate, when a person is lying in bed as shown in [26]. BCG 

signals have also been recorded using a static charge sensitive bed (SCSB), although this 

requires slight modification to the mattress. The BCG signal can also be obtained by 

placing accelerometers at various locations on the bed. 
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Figure 2.3: The Murata SCA11H sensor system 

A commercially available sensor, Murata SCA11H calculates the heart rate from the BCG 

signal, when placed under the mattress or a metal bed frame. The ability of this sensor 

to calculate respiration rate accurately can be debatable. A validation study of the 

SCA11H was conducted in [29]. The main goal of the study was to classify sleep stages, 

from the heart and respiration rates obtained from the SCA11H sensor. Two SCA11H 

sensors were placed under the bed, one of them in raw data mode and the other one in 

processed data mode. In the processed data mode, the SCA11H sensor only outputs the 

heart and respiration rates, which are calculated using their proprietary algorithms. The 

reference used in this study for the heart rate was the ECG, and for the respiration a 

thorax belt. The results showed a correlation between the BCG and ECG of 0.97, but for 

the respiration rate, the correlation was 0.54. 

 

Figure 2.4: Suggested locations for the Murata SCA11H on the bed or bed frame 
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In [22], the BCG signal is recorded by placing a pressure sensitive EMFi film on the seat 

and backrest of a chair. The EMFi film is a permanently charged electret film, whose 

charge distribution changes when pressure is applied. Here, the mechanical pumping 

action of the heart causes small variations in pressure captured by the film. From these 

variations, the heart rate is estimated. Although in our study also we use the BCG signal 

to estimate the heart rate, the design is mainly meant for recliner chairs. The EMFi film 

design mentioned in [22] is mainly designed for chairs with flat surfaces, which is 

seldom the case in Recliners. Most of the recliners have curved surface with significant 

cushion, which may decrease the accuracy of the EMFi film method. Moreover, having a 

film on their recliners would not be agreeable to many older adults. Our system is 

designed with all these sensitivities in mind, especially for older adults in the private 

home and senior living settings. 

 

2.4   Studies Relating to Respiratory Patterns 

Generally heart and respiration rates are considered vital signs and monitoring them 

are of the utmost importance. There are many parameters that are used to gauge a 

person’s respiratory health and different indices can be made from these parameters 

that can be used to predict the respiratory health outcome of the patient.  Below are the 

definitions of some of these parameters that are used in the related work.   

 

Total Lung Capacity: The volume of air contained in the lungs at the end of maximal 

inspiration.  Generally about 6 litres for an adult male. 

Vital Capacity: Maximum amount of air a person can expel after maximum inspiration. 

The vital capacity of a normal adult varies around 3 to 5 litres. 

Residual Volume: The volume of air still remaining in the lungs after the most possible 

expiration. Generally about 1 – 2 litres. 
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Figure 2.5: Commonly used parameters to measure respiratory health 

Tidal Volume: It is the lung volume that represents the normal volume of air displaced 

between normal inhalation and exhalation when no extra effort is applied. It is generally 

around 0.5 litres for a normal adult. 

Inspiratory Reserve Volume: The maximum amount of additional air that can be 

drawn into the lungs by a determined effort after normal inspiration.  

 

 Previously, some of the above parameters were used to measure a person’s respiratory 

health. For example tidal volume was generally used to measure how healthy one’s 

lungs were and its changes were tracked over time.  However the problem with 

monitoring only these parameters is that their predictive capacity varies from patient to 

patient.  Also they don’t take into account some of the pathophysiological factors of 

breathing. Hence there are new indices being developed that consider some of the 

above factors. 
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  One such indices that was developed was the Rapid Shallow Breathing Index (RSBI) 

first shown in [35].  It is defined as the ratio of the respiratory frequency to the tidal 

volume. In [35], RSBI is used in predicting the outcome of trials of weaning from a 

mechanical ventilator. Generally only very experienced physicians may be able to tell 

the outcome of whether weaning a patient from a ventilator will be a success. Hence 

there needs to be a predictive index that less experienced health care professionals can 

use to successfully wean a patient from a mechanical ventilator. The motivation for 

developing the RSBI was to find the earliest time a patient can be weaned and resume 

spontaneous breathing and also predict if weaning the patient would likely fail, so that 

cardiorespiratory distress or collapse can be avoided.  

Another index was also developed in [35] known as the CROP (Compliance, Rate, 

Oxygenation, and Pressure) index. The exact definition is given in [35]. It takes into 

account the pulmonary gas exchange in the lungs while predicting the outcome of 

weaning.  The application of these 2 indices was tested on 100 patients with the mean 

age of 59.6 years. The RSBI was the most successful predictor of successful weaning 

having a correlation of 0.97.  An RSBI value greater than 105 breaths/min/L was found 

to be highly predictive of weaning failure while a value below 105 breaths/min/L was 

found to be able to predict successful weaning of the patient. However the RSBI does 

not perform as expected when a patient is suffering from neuromuscular diseases [37]. 

The RSBI is quite popular and it is displayed on most modern ventilators.  However it is 

sensitive to the way the input parameters are measured. A survey among respiratory 

therapists found that some of them use continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) 

while measuring RSBI, while some therapists use pressure support ventilation (PSV) 

which could affect the readings [38]. In addition to this, it is important to note that 

diseases such as sepsis and respiratory infections that increase the respiratory 

frequency effect the RSBI value. The values can also be affected by fever, sleeping in 

supine position, anxiety, whether ET Tube used, gender and suctioning technique [39-

41].    

Some therapists have also been sceptical about using RSBI.  In a study conducted in 

[42], 304 patients were randomly divided into 2 groups.  For one group, the RSBI was 

measured, but not used to make a decision to wean the patient, while in the other the 
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RSBI was the key factor used to decide whether to wean a patient or not. Patients who 

passed the 2h Spontaneous Breathing Trial (SBT) were eligible for an extubation 

attempt.  The study found that the median duration for weaning time was significantly 

shorter when the RSBI was not used.  There are specific populations where RSBI may 

not be successfully used for prediction of weaning.  A study of using RSBI on patients 

with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary disease (COPD) found that the RSBI measured 

during the SBT was not helpful in predicting successful weaning [43]. It is also no 

surprise that the RSBI does not work for neuro-surgical patients, since the reason for 

intubation in these patients in usually airway protection rather than abnormal lung 

physiology. Hence they will not have problems with their tidal volume or respiratory 

rate measurements.    

Recently, there have also been modifications proposed to the RSBI. Two of the main 

ones proposed are Serial RSBI and RSBI rate. Usually RSBI is measured at the SBT 

period. The requirement for measuring it at specific continuous intervals stems from 

the fact that for some patients the breathing pattern may be stable initially but may 

deteriorate later.  This may be due to poor respiratory muscle endurance especially in 

older adults.  In [45] it is shown that, when RSBI is measured at every 30 minutes the 

weaning outcome significantly improves. 

The “Breathing pattern Index” is similar to the RSBI, but is much easier to measure and 

track continually. In the RSBI, the measurement of tidal volume cannot be done 

instantaneously. Our index can give a value for every respiration breath and hence is 

more sensitive than the RSBI.  
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Chapter 3 

Methodology 

This chapter briefly describes the sensor system developed, the device testing methods 

used and touches upon the signal processing techniques applied to extract the heart and 

respiration signals from the data. We capture these vital signs by recording the 

Ballistocardiogram (BCG) signals of the occupant. BCG signals are caused due to the 

mechanical pumping action of the heart which causes slight expansion and contraction 

of the arteries and vessels in the circulatory system. These variations are transferred to 

the chair, which can be captured by a sensitive accelerometer. The detailed sensing 

mechanism and accelerometer locations are shown in the subsequent subsections.  

We are also interested in comparing the performance of the Murata SCA11H on the 

recliner chair. Although the Murata sensor was designed to be used on the bed or bed 

frame, the sensing mechanism used by it is the same as our system, i.e. it consists of an 

accelerometer that measures small variations caused on the bed cushion due to the flow 

of blood in the body. The testing procedure is given in detail in this section. We also 

apply the Breathing Pattern Index (BPI) to the data of the subjects who participated in 

the chair sensor study. It has to be kept in mind that the BPI is calculated as a ratio and 

hence we are interested only in its relative value to track the changes over time and 

compare the values between subjects whose signals are captured with devices using the 

same sensing mechanism. 

 

3.1 BCG Sensing Mechanism  

The working of the human heart is analogous to a mechanical pump. When the muscles 

of the heart contract and expand, they exert forces, which makes blood flow through the 

vessels in the body. If we imagine the body as an external box, with the heart exerting 

pressure waves inside of the box, from Newton’s third law, there is an opposite reaction 

from the box to the force exerted on it by the heart and blood flow. That is exactly what 

a ballistocardiogram (BCG) signal is. A typical BCG signal is shown in Figure 3.5. It is the 
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reaction of the body to the pumping forces of the heart. When an occupant is sitting on 

the chair, these reaction motions are transferred (with losses) to the chair, which we 

capture using an accelerometer. We are generally interested in capturing the J-peak of 

the BCG signals, since it has the largest amplitude and hence most easily captured. The 

consortium of h, i, j, k, l, m and n peaks consist of 1 heartbeat. In many cases h, m and n 

peaks may not be seen.  The accuracy of the reading from the accelerometer depends on 

its sensitivity and also its location, when placed on the chair. 

3.2 Recliner Chair Basic Design  

Although recliner chairs come in different shapes and sizes, their underlying design and 

structures are similar [24], which makes our sensor system deployable across a wide 

range of chairs. Generally, the older recliner models tend to be much larger and bulkier 

in size compared to the present day design. All recliners have a basic frame, over which 

the cushion is placed. In older chairs, the frame is generally made of wood, while in 

newer models it is made of lightweight materials like aluminium or metal alloys. On top 

of this frame, lateral springs are placed on both the backrest and the seat of the recliner 

chair. Finally, there is the lever mechanism that reclines the chair. In many cases the 

lever mechanism is a manual one that reclines the chair and also brings out the footrest 

forward.  If the lever mechanism is manual, there is a more space under the recliner, 

since the mechanical arrangement runs through the side of the chair not blocking access 

to the under cushion of the recliner. However many older adults prefer the automatic 

recliners due to their ease of use and less effort required to recline the chair. In this 

case, the space under the recliner is slightly more constrained, due to the hydraulic 

pumping mechanism that reclines the chair. 

Recliners also come with variety of types of cushion materials. A few assortment of 

them can be seen in Figure 3.3 on which we have tested our system. The top 3 types of 

chairs in Figure 3.3 have tighter cushion types. The tighter type of cushion are much 

more suited to the chair sensor system since they transfer the BCG signal variations 

without much loses on to the accelerometer much easily. However during our testing all 

these factors were not specifically selected, but the chairs were selected randomly as we 

wanted our sensor system to be deployed across a wide variety of recliner model.     
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Figure 3.1: Accelerometer placed on the side of the seat cushion, hidden between the 

seat cushion and the arm of the chair  

 

Figure 3.2: Accelerometer placed under the seat cushion of the Recliner chair 
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3.3 Accelerometer Placement  

We had two design considerations while selecting the sensor location, the obvious one 

being the signal strength captured by the accelerometer, but we also wanted the 

location of the accelerometer where it would not be visible, not cause discomfort and 

also require little modification to the recliner chairs so that a retrofit could be easily 

done. For example, the sensors in previous works were sometimes placed on the 

backrest or the seat of the chairs. In our case, this would cause serious discomfort to 

older adults as the sensors will slightly protrude out of the cushion. A case could also be 

made for embedding a sensor inside the cushion of the recliner chair, but this would 

require modifications.   

Age: Gender: Height: Weight: Date Time: 

Have you ever been diagnosed with any of the following in the past six months? 

Yes No Have you drunk Coffee, Tea, or Alcohol in the past 6 hours? 

Yes No Heart problems (such as heart surgery, heart attack, irregular heartbeat, 

CHF)? 

Yes No Lung problems (COPD or emphysema)? 

Yes No Do you any kind of Sleep apnea diagnosis? 

Yes No Do you ever have chest or heart pain? 

Yes No Do you lose your balance because of dizziness / do you ever lose 

consciousness? 

Yes No Are you currently taking medication for high blood pressure or heart 

condition? 

 

Table 3.1: Questionnaire required to be filled by the study subject    

 

Also, if the sensor failed, replacing it would be cumbersome. Many older adults have 

their recliners customized according to their specific needs and do not prefer them to be 

changed. Hence the selected locations should not alter the chair in a noticeable manner.  

After preliminary testing, two locations which fit the design criteria were selected for 

more extensive tests. As shown in Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2, these include (1) under the 

seat cushion, and (2) on the side of the seat cushion, hidden between the seat cushion 
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and the arm of the chair. The accelerometers are attached to the recliner chair cushions 

using Velcro®tapes. 

 

Figure 3.3: 6 different types of recliner chair models tested in the study. The top 3 

represent chairs that are bigger in size and that have a harder cushion. 

3.4 Sensor System  

The system contains 2 Kionix KXR94-2283 accelerometers, shown in Figure 3.4, which 

have a sensitivity of 1000 mV/g and cost around US $5 each. The accelerometer used to 

calculate the heartrate is placed under the cushion, slightly forward of the gluteus 

muscles of the occupant. The accelerometer is secured using a Velcro tape and requires 

a 5V dc voltage to function. In some recliners this cushion, will be exposed, and can be 

reached easily by just tilting the chair. In others it may be covered, or there may be 
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space constraints due to the hydraulic system (in automatic recliners). When the bottom 

of the recliner chair is covered, a small incision can be made through the cover so that 

the accelerometer can be taken through it. In either case, with slight modifications, the 

accelerometer can be placed in the right location. The other accelerometer is placed on 

the side cushion parallel to the gluteus muscles of the occupant as shown in Figure 3.2.   

 

Figure 3.4: The Kionix KXR94 - 2283 accelerometer development board. Note the 

accelerometer is the centre black IC  

 

Figure 3.5: A typical BCG signal consisting of the h, i, j, k, l, m and n peaks. 
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The accelerometers output readings in 3 axes (x, y and z), although accurate heart and 

respiration signals can be obtained from the z-axis alone. The Kionix accelerometer can 

output both analog and digital outputs. The following shows the different modes of 

operation: 

Mode 00 – The three outputs (X, Y, Z) are read through the digital SPI interface, which is 

also used to command Selftest and Standby Mode. The digital I/O pads are powered 

from a separate power pin, and will interface to 1.8V logic.  

Mode 01 – The three outputs (X, Y, Z) are provided on three analog output pins. The 

KXR94 also features an integrated 3-channel multiplexer (X, Y, Z). The Enable pin must 

be high for normal operation and low for power shutdown.  

Mode 10 – The three outputs (X, Y, Z) are provided on three analog output pins. The 

KXR94 also features an integrated 4-channel multiplexer (X, Y, Z, Aux In). The Enable 

pin must be high for normal operation and low for power shutdown.  

Mode 11 – The three outputs (X, Y, Z) are provided on three analog output pins. The 

KXR94 also features an integrated 4-channel multiplexer (X, Y, Z, Aux In). The Enable 

pin must be low for normal operation and high for power shutdown.   

We have used the accelerometer in Mode 10. Although the accelerometer itself can 

output digital signals, we use the analog output and convert it to a digital signal 

externally using a data acquisition device (DAQ) for accuracy purposes. 

For testing the device with subjects, we used the National Instruments USB 6212 DAQ 

with a sampling frequency of 100 Hz. The reason for using the DAQ is that it can be 

directly connected via USB to a computer, and the output can be viewed in real time. 

Deployment in naturalistic home environments will require an embedded system (a 

future goal). 

3.5 Signal Processing Methods  

Once the data pre-processing is complete, we apply our signal processing algorithms to 

the raw data. We did not apply any hardware based filtering to the Analog signals 

obtained from the accelerometers, since this may result in loss of information, and most 

of our subjects are older adults, tending to have weak and noisy signals. We have data 
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coming in from 4 sensors, i.e. 2 accelerometers, one placed on the under the seat 

cushion and the other on the side cushion.  

. 

      

Figure 3.6: Two chair positions were tested in the study: Upright (left) and Reclined 

(right). For ground truth reference, a chest band and a finger pulse transducer were 

worn by each study participant.  

We then have data coming from the ground-truth sensors, i.e. the pulse transducer 

placed on the left index finger, and data from the thorax chest belt. These signals are 

inputted to the Analog channels of the DAQ. The DAQ samples it at 100 Hz, and we have 

10 minutes of data for both the upright and reclined positions of the recliner. The data 

from the DAQ can be stored in a memory card or even be uploaded on to a server. We 

then apply software filtering to the signals. The applied filter configurations are both 

same for the ground truth and the sensor data. We have used Infinite Impulse Response 

(IIR) – Butterworth filter of the 6th order for the filtering. The Butterworth filter was 

chosen due its flat (stable) magnitude response in the passband. In order to capture the 

respiration signal we have used a low pass filter with the cut – off frequency of 0.7 Hz. 

To capture the heart-rate a band-pass filter with lower cut – off frequency of 0.7 Hz and 

higher cut-off frequency of 10 Hz was used. We will be using the Hilbert transform 

method described in [5], for calculating the heartrate, and using the peak detection 

algorithm for calculating the respiration rate.   
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3.5.1 Heart Rate Calculation 

The Hilbert transform method was used in [5], primarily for pulse rate estimation from 

Ballistocardiogram (BCG) signals obtained from a hydraulic bed transducer. Since our 

accelerometers are also capturing BCG signals, we also use the same algorithm, with 

slight modification in our transducer (accelerometer) signal modelling. In the HT 

method we try to most accurately estimate the heart rate by analysing the signal in the 

frequency domain. The main idea is to divide the signal into smaller segments using a 

Hamming window, and apply the Hilbert transform method for each of them. We apply 

this method for the signals obtained from the accelerometer placed under the cushion, 

used to calculate the heartrate. The signal obtained from the under cushion 

accelerometer can be represented as: 

 𝑎1 (𝑡) =   𝑟 (𝑡) +  𝑝 (𝑡) cos(2𝜋𝑓0𝑡) +   𝜀(𝑡)                                                                      (1) 

Here   𝑟 (𝑡)  represents the respiration. We can see a typical BCG signal as shown in 

Figure 3.5. It can be observed that the J peak has the largest amplitude, and we are 

interested in detecting this peak, as it is the most pronounced. Hence the number of J 

peaks detected per minute will be our heart-rate estimate. The J peaks are modelled by 

the p(t), which is a periodic pulse digital signal, with the same frequency as the heart-

rate. The h, i, k, l and m peaks are represented by the cos(2πf0t)  with the modulation 

frequency 𝑓0  of around 4 Hz, since there are h, I , k, l, and m peaks. Most of the times m 

or h peaks are not seen and hence we have chosen a round figure of 4 Hz for𝑓0. The ε(t) 

signal here represents the noise. This includes both low frequency noise caused due to 

movements and also high frequency additive noise introduced from the environment 

and electronic equipment. This can be removed by passing the signal through a band 

pass filter. We then apply a low pass filter to remove with cut-off frequency of 0.7Hz, to 

remove the low frequencies of ε(t)  .   

            𝑎1
′  (𝑡) = 𝐵𝑃𝐹 (𝑎1 (𝑡)) = 𝑝 (𝑡) cos(2𝜋𝑓0𝑡) +  𝜀′(𝑡)                                                         (2) 

            𝑔 (𝑡) = 𝑎1
′  (𝑡) + 𝑗𝑎1 (𝑡)                                                                                                            (3) 

 
We then apply the Hilbert transform to the filtered signal, which will cause a 90 degree 

phase shift as shown in equation (3). A 90 degree phase shift will result in 𝑗𝑎1 (𝑡) =

𝑝 (𝑡) sin(2𝜋𝑓0𝑡) which is an accurate approximation when the noise signal is low and 
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can be ignored. This works in the HT algorithm method because we compute the 

confidence level for each segment window and reject that segment if the confidence is 

low, In other words, we do not evaluate window segments of the signal which are noisy, 

and hence the above approximation is fairly accurate.    

 

We then take the magnitude of g(t), which will result in isolating the p(t) signal required 

for the heart rate estimation. 

 

          𝑘 (𝑡) =  |𝑔 (𝑡) |2  ≈ 𝑝 (𝑡)2                                                                                                        (4) 
 

 𝑘(t) represents the square of the pulse train, and applying Fast Fourier transform (FFT) 

to 𝑝 (𝑡)2 will give its frequency spectrum. The highest amplitude frequency is selected, 

and this will be the heart-rate estimate. Since the sensor signals obtained are non-

stationary, we will need to apply windowing method, for stationary signal analysis 

techniques like FFT to be valid. All of the above shown steps of the HT method is applied 

to a segmentation window of 60 seconds, with it sliding 15 seconds every iteration. This 

results in a 75% overlap with every consecutive window. 

 

The above method of calculating heart rate, may give accurate results only when the 

signal to noise ratio is good, since this is an assumption in (4). Hence we need a gauge to 

calculate the SNR in each window segment. This is done by computing the confidence 

level for each 60 second window segment. The exact algorithm is shown in [5], but the 

mathematical notation for computing the confidence is shown below: 

 

           𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑓 =  
|𝐺 (�̂�)|

(∫ |𝐺(𝑓)| 𝑑𝑓⁄
10

0.7
)/9.3

                                                                                                           (4) 

 

It is a simple ratio of the selected frequency power to the average of the rest of the 

spectrum frequency. The integration range here is the cut off frequencies of the band 

pass filter used with the lower cut off frequency of 0.7 Hz and higher cut off frequency of 

10 Hz. The factor k is to take into account false harmonic peaks. The value for k is 

decided as shown below: 
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          𝑘 (𝜃) =  {

1,     𝜃  <   90

0.54 + 0.46 cos (
(�̂�−90)𝜋

150
) ,   90 ≤ 𝜃 < 240 

0,   𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

                                                    (5) 

From experimental studies, a confidence of 25k is selected as the threshold. If the 

confidence value is below 25k, then the segment is rejected.  

 

3.5.2 Respiration Rate Calculation 

To get the respiration signal from (1), we need to separate the high frequency 

components, which is done using a low pass filter with 0.7 Hz as the cut-off frequency, 

as described above. We then detect the peaks in the resulting low frequency signal. The 

average respiration rate is calculated by counting the total number of peaks (which is 

detected where the derivative of the signal is a minimum in a window segment) in the 

total signal of the subject and dividing it by the time interval to get the breaths/minute. 

The same calculation is done on both the accelerometer and the chest band (ground 

truth) signals. Then their error percentage is calculated relative to the ground truth. 

Age (years) Male Female  Total 

55 - 60 2 4 6 

61 - 70 1 6 7 

71 - 80 4 4 8 

81 - 90 3 12 15 

91 - 100 4 5 9 

Total 14 31 45 

  

Table 3.2: Study participant’s age and gender distribution 

 

3.6 Sensor Testing  

As noted earlier, the main goal of our sensor system is to monitor older adult’s vital 

signs when they sleep on their recliners. Hence we tested its performance based on both 
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the upright and reclined positions of the chairs. All of the participants in the study were 

above 55 years of age with the average age of the 45 subjects being 78.8 years. The 

testing of the sensor system was done at the TigerPlace Aging in Place senior housing 

site [28] in Columbia, Missouri. The study was approved by the University of Missouri 

Institutional Review Board (IRB). 

 

Figure 3.7: The pulse signal obtained from the finger transducer (top) and the BCG 

signal obtained from the accelerometer (bottom) placed under the recliner seat 

cushion (Subject ID: 1234). 

Each subject wore a finger sensor and a chest band for ground truth reference signals. 

For calculating the heart rate ground truth, the AD Instruments TN1012/ST pulse 

transducer was used, (a piezo-electric sensor), which was placed on the left index finger 

of each subject. For the respiration signal ground truth, the AD Instruments MLT1132 

piezo respiratory belt transducer was used. This belt is worn around the chest of the 

occupant. The data collection included 10 minutes with the chair in the upright position 

and another 10 minutes with the chair in the reclined position. The angle of recline was 

considered as the maximum the chair could extend. The reclined position also included 
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extending the foot rest to the maximum angle, as shown in Figure 3.6. Hence the subject 

will be in an almost supine position. The subjects were told to relax, and also 

encouraged to take a nap. Although the subjects were encouraged to remain stationary, 

their explicit movements were not restricted, as these abnormal movements that cause 

higher acceleration values will be characterized as restlessness. 

 

 

Figure 3.8: The pulse signal obtained from the finger transducer (top) and the BCG 

signal obtained from the accelerometer (bottom) placed side of the recliner seat 

cushion (Subject ID: 1234). 

There were 45 subjects in total who participated in the study; their age and gender 

distribution is shown in Table 3.2. Other information recorded included their body 

measurements of height, weight, age and gender as well as their health as shown by the 

questionnaire in Table 3.1. Subjects were asked if they had heart problems, such as 

recent heart attacks, surgeries, congestive heart failure (CHF) and arrhythmia. They 

were also asked about sleep apnea, and lung problems which included chronic 
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obstructive pulmonary diseases (COPD) such as emphysema. A note was also made of 

the medications taken by each subject. There were 13 healthy subjects and 32 non-

healthy subjects (having at least one of the above mentioned ailments). 

3.7 Respiration rate interval calculation  

Figure 3.9: Respiratory rate variation calculated every 4 minutes (Subject ID: 1233) 

While calculating the respiration rate, we calculated the average respiration rate for the 

entire 10 minutes. This was done by detecting the peaks for the entire 10-minute signal 

and dividing it by the time interval. We know that the respiration rate is not constant 

along the 10 minute interval, especially for unhealthy subjects with lung problems. 

Hence we wanted an interval to calculate the respiration rate that shows these 

variations and at the same time not be very computationally intensive. We had a sample 

size of only 2 subjects with lung problems. Shown below is the respiratory rate 

variation for a subject with ID: 1233. This subject had been diagnosed with asthma. In 

Figure 3.9 the respiration rate was calculated every 4 minutes and we see a stark 

difference between the first and last 4 minutes of the interval. The first and the last 

minute of the 10 minute interval was not taken into account due to the occupants 

adjusting or making themselves comfortable on the recliner chair, which introduces 

noise. When we took the average every minute we could see more clearly the variations. 

On taking the average every 15 seconds with a 1 minute window a similar pattern was 

observed. A similar trend was obtained with the other subject with lung problem.  
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Hence we have decided to report the respiration rate every minute in the future 

deployment of the system.   

 

 

Figure 3.10: Respiratory rate variation calculated every 1 minute (Subject ID: 1233) 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Respiratory rate variation calculated every 15 seconds (Subject ID: 1233) 
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3.8 Murata SCA11H Sensor Testing 

The MURATA SCA11H is a commercial bed sensor developed by a Japanese company 

Murata Electronics. It is an embedded system device, which comprises of an 

accelerometer to collect the raw data, a microcontroller to process the raw data and a 

Wi-Fi module to transmit the collected data. The commercially available version is 

enclosed in a water and dust proof casing, which has been rated till IP55. Unlike our 

Kionix accelerometer, which gives separate acceleration values in 3 different 

directions(x, y and z axis),   the Murata sensor gives the acceleration values only in one 

dimension.     

 

 

Figure 3.12: Location of the Murata sensor under the chair 

The SCA11H can be used to connect to a local server or to the server in the cloud. It 

transmits the data using Wi-Fi. Once connected to the network the data collection can 

begin. It is very important to position the Murata sensor appropriately, i.e. it has to be in 

the same direction of the head to toe as shown on the depicted human figure on top of 

the accelerometer. Since we have already selected the accelerometer locations, the 

Murata sensor was placed side by side to our accelerometer to compare the data 

received from both the devices. The Murata sensor outputs data in 2 modes i.e. the 
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processed and the raw data mode. They operate mutually exclusively, i.e. it cannot give 

data in both modes at the same time. 

 

Figure 3.13: Location of the Murata sensor on the side cushion 

Calibration: The Murata sensor requires to be calibrated to the bed or the chair. It is a 

twostep process and has to be conducted in a disturbance free environment. First, it has 

to be done when no occupant is on the chair. This process takes around 1 minute. Then 

the occupant is required to sit on the chair or bed, but he has to be stationary and this 

process also takes about a minute. It is recommended that the calibration is done every 

time a new person sits on the chair to obtain accurate results. 

Modes of operation:  The Murata sensor has 2 modes of operation, the processed mode 

and the raw data mode. In the processed data mode the sensor itself will calculate the 

parameters through their proprietary algorithms and output these parameters. The 

outputted parameters are Time stamp, Heart rate, Respiration rate, Stroke volume, 

Heart rate variability, and the status of the signal. These parameters are outputted every 

second.  All of the outputted data is in the ASCII format. In the raw data mode the data 

from the accelerometer inside the SCA11H is transmitted. The sampling frequency used 
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is 1 kHz. The data format used is hexadecimal. Both of the modes of the Murata sensor 

are tested and the obtained data is shown in the Chapter 5. 

3.9 Calculating Breathing Pattern Index on Chair Sensor Subjects  

 

Figure 3.14: Calculation of the Breathing Pattern Index 

In [35], the Rapid Shallow Breathing Index (RSBI) was introduced as a measure to 

predict successful weaning of a patient from the ventilator. It was defined as the ratio 

of the respiration frequency to the measure of the tidal volume. Tidal volume is 

defined as the difference between the inspired and expired volume of air during 

normal breathing.  The problem is that the measurement of the tidal volume is a 

cumbersome process and generally involves the spirometer. Hence we are not able to 

get the instantaneous value of the RSBI. To calculate the RSBI a person has to blow 

into the spirometer or have an endotracheal tube inserted into the airway, which is a 

very invasive process.  We have improved upon this, by changing the denominator to 

the amplitude of the signal, i.e. the difference between the consecutive peak and 

trough of the respiration signal.  
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Figure 3.15: High BPI due to low amplitude. 

Figure 3.16: High BPI due to high respiration rate. 
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The definition of the Breathing Pattern Index [46] is shown below: 

Breathing Pattern Index (BPI) = 
𝑅𝑒𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒

𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑢𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑐𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑔ℎ 
                         (6) 

The BPI is designed to be a relative index, in the sense its values or units depend on the 

sensing mechanism used, since the denominator in (6) may be of different units. We are 

really interested to use the index to track health changes over time and to see if it is able 

to predict the occurrence of a health problem well in advance of the actual symptoms 

appearing. Only preliminary studies for the chair sensor subjects regarding the BPI are 

presented in this thesis and currently we are investigating more on this topic. The 

behaviour of the BPI is similar to that of the RSBI and hence it will be easy for clinicians 

to grasp it. Generally unhealthy respiratory signals correspond to higher BPI and 

healthy signals to lower values of BPI. This is due to the fact that short and fast breaths 

are usually associated with a person having difficulty in breathing. As shown in Figure 

3.15 the BPI goes high when the amplitudes between the corresponding peak and 

through gets small. The BPI (shown in Figure 3.16) is also high when the respiration 

rate increases. The signals shown in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.16 are from the same 

subject. When compared relatively the difference in BPI values can be seen clearly.     
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Chapter 4 

Results 

In this section, the results of the chair sensor system are analysed. Particular emphasis 

is given on which accelerometer location gives good quality signals and a comparison is 

made with the ground truth. The results of the Murata sensor are also analysed in 

comparison with our accelerometer system. 

 

4.1       Heart Rate Results 

4.1.1 HT Algorithm Average Percentage error 

The formula for calculating this error is shown below: 

 

          𝐸𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟 (%) =  
1

𝑁
∑

|𝐺𝑇(𝑖)𝑎𝑣𝑔− 𝐸𝑠𝑡(𝑖)𝑎𝑣𝑔|

𝐺𝑇(𝑖)𝑎𝑣𝑔
 ×100𝑁

𝑖=1                                                         (7)                                   

          𝐺𝑇(𝑖)𝑎𝑣𝑔 =  
1

𝑀
 ∑ 𝐺𝑇(𝑘)𝑀

𝑘=1                                                                                         (8) 

           𝐸𝑠𝑡(𝑖)𝑎𝑣𝑔 =  
1

𝑀
 ∑ 𝐸𝑠𝑡(𝑘)𝑀

𝑘=1                                                                                          (9) 

where GT(k) is the ground truth heart rate for each window, Est(k) is the HT algorithm 

estimate for each window, M is the total number of windows for each subject and N is 

the total number of subjects in the study. If a low confidence for a particular segment is 

obtained, the corresponding segment for the ground truth signal is also ignored while 

calculating the error. An example is shown in Table 4.1. Left of the table is the HT 

Algorithm estimate obtained for the accelerometer. On the right is the same algorithm 

applied to the pulse transducer data (ground truth). Notice that for 2 segments in the 

accelerometer the estimate is 0. This means that the estimate of the algorithm has a 

confidence below 25k, which is the threshold used in the HT Algorithm. 0 is just an 

arbitrary number. Hence when calculating the HT algorithm average estimate for this 
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subject, only 80.612 and 77.774 are considered for the accelerometer and the 

corresponding values of  80.556 and 77.454 are considered for the ground truth. 

  

HT Algorithm estimate (Accelerometer) HT Algorithm estimate (Ground truth) 

80.612 0 0 77.774 80.556 79.742 79.010 77.454 

 

Table 4.1: Example of the HT Algorithm average estimate 

 

 

 

Figure 4.1: The respiration signal obtained from the chest band (top) and the signal 

obtained from the accelerometer (bottom) placed on the side of the recliner seat 

cushion. 
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Figure 4.2: The respiration signal obtained from the chest band (top) and the signal 

obtained from the accelerometer (bottom) placed under the recliner seat cushion. 

Figure 3.7 shows the BCG signal obtained from the accelerometer placed under the 

recliner chair (Subject ID: 1234).  The plot on top of the figure shows the signal 

obtained from the pulse transducer (ground truth) and the bottom plot shows the 

one from the accelerometer. It can be seen that the BCG signal is quite clean and an 

accurate estimate can be obtained from the signal.  These signals are fed into the HT 

Algorithm as the input and the output estimate is obtained. In comparison to the 

accelerometer placed under the cushion, Figure 3.8 shows the results from obtained 

from the same subject in the same 30 second interval from the side accelerometer. 

The J peaks in the signal from the under accelerometer are very pronounced. Hence 

we can see for the heart signal the accelerometer placed under the cushion gives a 

clearer signal. Although we can slightly see the J peaks in this subject for the side 

accelerometer, the result becomes nosier as the subjects become older.  This trend 

becomes clear when we plot the Bland Altman plot for all the subjects as explained 

later in this section. 
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Figure 4.2 shows the respiration signal obtained from the under accelerometer 

(bottom) with the signal obtained from the chest band (ground truth) on top. We can 

see that the signal is not in sync with the ground truth respiration signal. On the 

other hand the signal from the side of the accelerometer is shown in Figure 4.1. Here 

the respiration signal is in sync with the ground truth. In fact this is what we find 

when looking at the signals from all the subjects tested in the study as shown in the 

Bland Altman plots for the respiration signals in Figures 4.7 to Figure 4.10. 

 

4.2      Bland Altman Plots 

A Bland Altman (BA) plot is a graph that is plotted to show the effectiveness of a new 

method in predicting the outcome relative to the ground truth or gold standard. It can 

be seen as a graphical technique used to compare 2 methods of measurement.  It is most 

commonly used in the medical statistics field, especially to test the efficacy of a newly 

devised method in predicting accurate results. It can also be used to compare 2 types of 

clinical measurements that may produce some form of error. In a BA plot, the x-axis 

consists of the average quantity of the two types of measurement and the y-axis consists 

of the difference between them. In our case there are 45 subjects and we compare the 

accelerometer values with the ground truth. Hence for a particular subject we take the 

accelerometer and the ground truth value, plot the average of them on the x-axis and 

their difference on the y-axis. This step is repeated for all the subjects. A logarithmic 

scale can also be used if the variations are very large. 

 Plotting of the mean (blue line in Figures 4.3 – 4.10) and standard deviation (dotted red 

line in Figures 4.3 – 4.10) of the differences on the y-axis allows for identification of 

different types of biases. The mean difference is the estimated bias and the standard 

deviations measure the random fluctuations around the mean. If the mean value of the 

difference differs significantly from 0, this indicates the presence of a fixed bias. If this 

bias is consistent then the value can be subtracted from the measurements of the new 

method to make it more accurate. The 95% limits of agreement is shown by the 1.96* 

standard deviation line plotted on both sides of the mean difference. If these values are 

not large it means that the two methods can be used interchangeably. However the 

limits of agreement line cannot be used in all cases and become unreliable when the 

sample size is small.  
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The BA plots for the different configurations of the chair are shown below. There are 4 

plots for the heart rate and 4 plots for the respiration, each having the results plotted 

for both the under and the side accelerometer, both in the upright and reclined 

positions. 

 

 
Figure 4.3: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed under the seat cushion 

and ground truth average heart rate in the upright position. 
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Figure 4.4: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed under the seat cushion 

and ground truth average heart rate in the reclined position. 

 
Figure 4.5: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed on the side of the seat 

cushion and ground truth average heart rate in the upright position. 
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Figure 4.6: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed on the side of the seat 

cushion and ground truth average heart rate in the reclined position. 

Figure 4.7: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed under cushion and ground 

truth average respiratory rate in the upright position. 
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Figure 4.8: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed under cushion and 

ground truth average respiratory rate in the reclined position. 

Figure 4.9: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed side of the cushion and 

ground truth average respiratory rate in the upright position. 
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Figure 4.10: Bland Altman plot for the accelerometer placed side of the cushion and 

ground truth average respiratory rate in the reclined position. 

4.3    Linear plot graphs 

These graphs are plotted to analyse how well the heart and respiration rates obtained 

from the chair sensor track or linearly follow the ground truth values. On the x-axis we 

plot the ground truth heart rate/respiration rate and on the y-axis we plot the 

accelerometer heart rate/respiration rate corresponding to the same subject. Once 

these values are plotted then the reference line of the ground truth (red) is drawn for 

comparison purposes. Like the BA plot, There are 4 plots for the heart rate and 4 plots 

for the respiration, each having the results plotted for both the under and the side 

accelerometer, both in the upright and reclined positions. Table 4.2 shows the 

correlation coefficient values for these chair and accelerometer combinations. 
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Figure 4.11: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (under) heart rate for the study 

subjects in the upright position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  

Figure 4.12: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (under) heart rate for the study 

subjects in the reclined position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  
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Figure 4.13: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (side) heart rate for the study 

subjects in the upright position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  

Figure 4.14: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (side) heart rate for the study 

subjects in the reclined position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  
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Figure 4.15: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (under) respiratory rate for the 

study subjects in the upright position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  

 
Figure 4.16: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (under) respiratory rate for the 

study subjects in the reclined position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  
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Figure 4.17: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (side) respiratory rate for the 

study subjects in the upright position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  

Figure 4.18: Plot of the ground truth and accelerometer (side) respiratory rate for the 

study subjects in the reclined position. Note the ideal case (red) shown for reference.  
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Parameter Accelerometer 

Under – Up 

right 

Accelerometer 

Under - 

Reclined 

Accelerometer 

Side - Upright 

Accelerometer 

Side - Reclined 

Heart Rate 0.99 0.96 0.29 0.47 

Respiratory 

Rate 

0.34 0.30 0.83 0.78 

 

Table 4.2: Accelerometer Correlation Coefficient - Heart and Respiratory Rate   

 

Parameter Average 

Upright 

Average 

Reclined 

Standard 

Deviation 

Upright 

Standard 

Deviation 

Reclined 

Heart Rate 

(beats/min)  

67.02 64.68 14.76 12.9 

Respiratory 

Rate 

(breaths/min) 

15.29 14.81 1.98 2.20 

 

Table 4.3: Study statistics heart rate (beats/min) - Accelerometer under, respiratory 

rate (breaths/min) - Accelerometer side. 

 

4.4    Age and gender error rates 

From the BA plot and correlation coefficient values it can be seen that the accelerometer 

placed under the recliner gives more accurate results for the heart rate and the 

accelerometer on the side of the cushion gives more accurate results for the respiration 

rates.  Hence our system reports these values from the respective accelerometers. 

Correspondingly error rates for these accelerometers values are shown below.  The 

errors shown in the Table 4.4 and Table 4.5 are average percentage error rates. They 

are calculated by calculating the individual subject percentage error rate between the 

accelerometer and the ground truth, then classifying these according to the age and 

gender and taking the average of these percentage errors. We get a slightly inflated 

number for the respiration errors since typical respiration rates lie between 12 - 20 

breaths/min for an average person compared to heart rates values of 40 - 100 

beats/min. It has to also be kept in mind that the number of subjects in each category 
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are not equal both in terms of age and gender, and we are limited by our data set. The 

study subject age and gender distribution is shown in Table 3.2. 

 

 

Age (years) Male (%) Female (%) Total (%) 

55 - 60 0.03/0.09 0.26/0.08 0.18/0.09 

61 - 70 0.09/0.01 0.20/0.09 0.19/0.08 

71 - 80 0.70/0.11 0.81/0.09 0.75/0.10 

81 - 90 0.09/2.90 0.57/4.50 0.44/4.20 

91 - 100 0.52/0.48 1.67/0.86 1.16/0.70 

Total 0.41/0.61 0.68/1.49 0.59/1.37 

                                                        

Table 4.4: Heart rate average percentage error - Accelerometer under 

(upright/reclined) 

 

Age (years) Male (%) Female (%) Total (%) 

55 - 60 2.90/0.51 6.61/6.24 5.39/2.20 

61 - 70 6.50/2.45 7.10/6.99 7.02/6.34 

71 - 80 13.57/14.06 5.37/0.93 9.47/7.50 

81 - 90 12.07/4.48 3.84/4.46 5.21/4.47 

91 - 100 11.40/16.25 6.05/7.24 9.39/12.87 

Total 10.56/10.71 5.45/4.61 7.19/7.08 

 

Table 4.5: Respiratory rate average percentage error - Accelerometer side 

(upright/reclined) 
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4.5   Correlation variations - Different confidence levels 

In [5], where the HT Algorithm is described, a confidence level of 25k is suggested. It is 

important to have a confidence level for the HT Algorithm, since it relies on the 

approximation that the noise is low. This is required for equation (4) to be valid. One of 

the methods to test how effective the HT Algorithm is in filtering the noisy signals is to 

gradually lower the confidence level and check if the correlation coefficient 

proportionately decreases. This should happen because as the confidence is lowered the 

noisier signals are added while calculating the correlation bringing down the overall 

value.  This is exactly what we have tested for. Figure 4.19 and Figure 4.20 show the 

correlation values for different confidence levels. A confidence of 0 implies that no 

confidence is applied and we just take the output from the HT algorithm.     

 

Figure 4.19: Plot of the HT algorithm average heart rates for various confidence levels 

for the accelerometer placed under the seat cushion. 
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Figure 4.19 shows the trend for the correlation coefficient values for calculating the 

heart rate when the accelerometer is placed under the chair. Both configurations of 

reclined and upright are tested. It can be seen that the upright correlation values have a 

much smoother increase than the reclined values. In fact this is what we observe even in 

the error rates with the upright configuration giving the least error. Figure 4.20 shows 

the same type of plot, but for the accelerometer placed on the side of the seat cushion. It 

is to be noted that we do not consider the values for the heart rate (in the final system) 

from the side accelerometer and the values in Figure 4.20 are just used for a 

comparison.  When the confidence level is low the reclined configuration has a higher 

correlation but this trend reverses at the recommended confidence level of 25k.  It 

cannot be said with certainty that the reclined configuration is better for the side 

accelerometer because most of the signals at lowered confidence level are noisy and the 

trend may be attributed to randomness.   

Figure 4.20: Plot of the HT algorithm average heart rates for various confidence levels 

for the accelerometer in the side position.  
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Confidence Correlation Coefficient -

Upright position 

Correlation Coefficient-

Reclined position 

0 0.68 0.27 

5 0.83 0.74 

10 0.86 0.72 

15 0.92 0.88 

20 0.98 0.911 

 

Table 4.6: Correlation Coefficient for the upright and reclined positions (accelerometer 

side) with varying confidence levels used in the HT Algorithm. 

 

Confidence Correlation Coefficient -

Upright position 

Correlation Coefficient-

Reclined position 

0 0.01 0.35 

5 0.38 0.41 

10 0.30 0.53 

15 0.43 0.65 

20 0.45 0.59 

 

Table 4.7: Correlation Coefficient for the upright and reclined positions (accelerometer 

under) with varying confidence levels used in the HT Algorithm. 
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4.6   Murata SCA11H results 

4.6.1  Processed Data Mode 

In the processed data mode, the sensor outputs the heart rate and respiration rate 

values every second. Our accelerometer on the other hand gives continuous values of 

the signal. Hence we calculate the beat to beat interval and the breath to breath interval   

of the obtained signal from our accelerometer, and from those intervals we can calculate 

the instantaneous heart and respiration rates. We had collected the data for about 10 

minutes. We then take the median of these values to compare between the Murata and 

our sensor system. Table 4.8 shows the values obtained for the heart rate. Similarly 

Table 4.9 shows the results for the respiration rate.  

Parameter Median Heart rate (beats/min) 

PPG Sensor 85.71 

Accelerometer Under 85.71 

Murata Sensor Under (processed mode) 82 

 

Table 4.8: Comparison between the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (tested in 

processed mode) heart rate both tested under the cushion of the chair.  

 

 

Parameter Median Respiratory rate (beats/min) 

Chest Band 21.05 

Accelerometer Side 20.47 

Murata Sensor Side (processed mode) 11 

 

Table 4.9: Comparison between the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (tested in 

processed mode) respiratory rate both tested on the side cushion of the chair.  
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4.6.2 Raw Data Mode 

In the raw data mode, the Murata sensor outputs the data obtained from the 

accelerometer in hexadecimal format. Here also the data was collected for about 10 

minutes.  

Figure 4.21: Comparison between the heart signal obtained from the pulse transducer 

(ground truth), the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (raw data mode) placed 

under the cushion. 

Parameter HT Algorithm average heart rate 

(beats/min) 

PPG Sensor 74.54 

Accelerometer Under 73.96 

Murata Sensor Under (raw mode) 74.96 

 

Table 4.10: Comparison between the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (tested in 

raw data mode) heart rate, both tested on the side cushion of the chair.  

 

Figure 4.21 shows the heart rate signals obtained from the pulse transducer (ground 

truth), accelerometer and the Murata sensor. Note a disturbance is provided for 
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synchronization in Figure 4.21. Table 4.10 shows the HT Algorithm average heart rate 

values for all the 3 sensors. Figure 4.22 shows the signals obtained when the 

accelerometer and the Murata sensor are placed on the side of the cushion. Both the 

sensors output noisy signals. When we compare the respiration rate, we find that the 

Murata sensor is unable to accurately give signals from both the under and the side 

accelerometer. 

Figure 4.22: Comparison between the heart signal obtained from the pulse transducer 

(ground truth), the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (raw data mode) placed on 

the side of the cushion. 

Parameter Median Respiration rate (breaths/min) 

PPG Sensor 19.7 

Accelerometer Under 19.94 

Murata Sensor Under (raw mode) 14.3 

 

Table 4.11: Comparison between the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (tested in 

raw data mode) respiration rate, both tested on the side cushion of the chair.  
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 Figure 4.23: Comparison between the respiratory signal obtained from the chest band 

(ground truth), the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (raw data mode) placed 

under the cushion. 

Figure 4.24: Comparison between the respiratory signal obtained from the chest band 

(ground truth), the accelerometer and the Murata SCA11H (raw data mode) placed on 

the side cushion. 
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4.7   BPI results - Chair study subjects 

The Breathing pattern Index (BPI) was applied to the respiration data obtained from the 

chair sensor. The data collected from the side accelerometer was used in this case. The 

subjects were divided into 3 categories, i.e. subjects who were healthy, had lung 

problems and subjects who had heart problems. Healthy subjects are those who had all 

negative answers (except drank coffee) in the questionnaire that was asked to be filled 

before conducting the test for every subject. Similarly heart and lung problem subjects 

are the ones who had the affirmative for the respective questions. It has to be noted that, 

these classifications are made based on what the subject answered while conducting the 

study. This data was not obtained from their medical records, and it could be likely in 

some cases (though rare) the subject may have incorrectly answered a question about 

their health conditions. The average age of the subjects who participated was 78.8 years.    

  

Subject ID Median BPI Respiration Rate 

(breaths/min) 

1235 0.48 11.62 

1205 0.89 16.25 

1212 0.19 17.25 

1222 0.41 16 

1228 0.58 13.75 

1230 0.20 10 

1234 0.58 12.25 

1242 0.19 11.25 

 

Table 4.12: Median BPI for the healthy chair study subjects. The values tend to be on 

the lower side (roughly below 0.6). 
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Subject ID Median BPI Respiration Rate 

(breaths/min) 

1207 1.30 12.87 

1227 0.80 16.25 

 

Table 4.13: Median BPI for the chair study subjects with lung problems. The values 

tend to be on the higher side. 

 

Subject ID Median BPI Respiration Rate 

(breaths/min) 

1204 1.32 13.7 

1206 0.52 16.2 

1207 1.30 12.8 

1208 2.8 16.7 

1213 0.98 14.5 

1214 0.75 16.8 

1215 0.2 12.8 

1221 0.15 12.8 

1223 0.82 14.6 

1226 0.33 14.5 

1227 0.92 16.2 

1231 1.28 15.3 

1237 0.64 13.25 

1239 1.3 15.62 

1241 0.62 12.7 

1245 1.4 12.5 

 

Table 4.14: Median BPI for the chair study subjects with heart problems. 
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Table 4.12 shows the BPI values for the healthy subjects Table 4.13 and Table 4.14 

shows the BPI values for the lung and heart problem subjects respectively. Generally the 

healthy subjects tend to have values on the lower side. 1205 can be considered an 

outlier among the healthy subjects since the subject had a respiration rate of 18, which 

tends to also increase the BPI values. Similarly, there are 1-2 outliers in the heart 

problem subjects also. 
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Chapter 5 

Discussion 

5.1   Chair Sensor Study Results 

Figure 4.3 – Figure 4.6 shows the Bland-Altman (BA) plots for results obtained from 

calculating the average percentage error for the heart rate. We can see that the plots for 

the accelerometer placed under the seat cushion gives more accurate results with the 

mean of the difference between ground truth and accelerometer (under) being -0.10 for 

the chair in the upright position and 0.93 for the chair in the reclined position. The 95% 

limit of agreement standard deviation values are much lower when the chair is in the 

upright position. Also overall the standard deviation for the accelerometer placed under 

is less when compared to the values in the BA plots shown for the side accelerometer in 

Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6.  For the plot shown in these figures a confidence of 10k was 

used. This is because using a 25k confidence for the side accelerometer will result in 

many null values (arbitrarily 0) due to noisy signals, artificially increasing the difference 

between the ground truth and side accelerometer values in the plot. This will cause a BA 

plot with very high standard deviation and bias. Hence to get a similar comparison 

between the two plots, the 10k confidence is used. The heart rate readings from the side 

accelerometer is not used in the real system and the plot is shown for comparison 

purposes only.  

 

Table 4.2 shows the correlations for the different configurations. We can see that the 

side accelerometer has 0.29 and 0.47 correlation values for the upright and reclined 

positions, respectively, while the accelerometer placed under the chair has correlations 

of 0.99 and 0.96 for the upright and reclined configurations respectively.  Hence we 

have decided to capture the heart rate estimate from the accelerometer placed under 

the seat cushion for our sensor system.  

The lowest heart rate recorded in the study was about 43 beats/minute for a 91 year old 

female. The highest heartrate recorded was 109 beats/minute for a 62 year old female. 
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On the whole the heart rate estimate is quite accurate for the accelerometer placed 

under the cushion even in terms of the average percentage error, as we get 0.59% and 

1.37% error for the upright and reclined positions respectively. The results include both 

healthy and non-healthy subjects. The average heart rate of the subject population was 

67.02 heartbeats per minute. It can be noticed from Table 4.4, that the average 

percentage error for the heart rate increases when the chair is in the reclined position. 

This is in agreement with Ballistocardiogram (BCG) signal analysis. When the chair is in 

the upright position, most (if not all) of the body’s reaction forces are acting upon the 

seat of the chair, since this is the part of the chair that is in most contact with the body. 

Our accelerometer is placed directly under the cushion of the chair, which comes 

directly under the gluteus muscles of the occupant. Hence the accelerometer captures 

the maximum force when compared to the reclined position. In the reclined position, 

the body is in contact with both the backrest, and the seat of the chair, depending on the 

angle of recline. The height and the mass distribution can also play a role with the 

accuracy of the heartrate obtained when the chair is in the reclined position. For 

example if a person has most of his mass distribution on the upper parts of the body, 

then we are likely to see a larger error from the accelerometer placed under the 

cushion, because most of the reaction forces will act on the backrest of the chair. 

Although there is an increase in error for the chair in the reclined position, it is minimal, 

and the overall error calculated for all the subjects is about 1.37% as shown in Table 4.4.  

 

It can also be seen from the Table 4.3 that the average heartrate of all the subjects in the 

upright position is 67.02 and in the reclined position is 64.68. This is because, in the 

reclined position the occupants are more likely to take a nap, and hence be more 

relaxed lowering the average heartrate. One other plausible reason could also be the 

order of testing, i.e. the occupants were always first tested in the upright position. At 

TigerPlace assisted living the study was conducted in a small hall, and the subjects had 

to walk from their rooms to the study location. Considering the area of the assisted 

living facility, on average a person had to walk at least 400 m to reach the study site. 

And when the participants arrived at the site, they were seated on the recliner chair in 

the upright position and their data began recording after 1 minute. Considering the 

average age (78.8 years) of the participants, walking would constitute a considerable 
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amount of exercise, which may explain the increase in the average heartrate for the 

upright position. Since the reclined data was collected after 15 minutes in the upright 

position, their heartrate may have slowed down. A similar trend can be seen in the 

standard deviation for the reclined and upright positions. Considering the age variations 

(98-oldest, 56- youngest) and the walking-exercise factor, it would be plausible to 

assume that the standard deviation for the upright position to be higher. From the Table 

4.3 it can be seen that for the upright position it is 14.76 and the reclined position it is 

12.9 heartbeats. 

 

 The performance is flipped when it comes to respiration, as the side accelerometer 

performs accurately hence the requirement for both the accelerometer. Only the z-axis 

data of the accelerometer is required to accurately predict the heart and respiration 

rates and hence the system remains quite simple with only 2 channels required.  

 

5.1.1 HT Algorithm Average Error Rates According to Gender and Age 

Before we make conclusions regarding any specific general trend, we have to consider 

the male/female distributions of our dataset. We had tested the recliner chair on 14 

males and 31 females as shown in Table 3.2.  Table 4.4 shows the average percentage 

error rate according to age and gender. We can see that the error rate increases as the 

subjects get older, with 91 – 100 years age group having an error percentage of 1.1 %. 

This is expected because the heart muscles get weaker with age and hence the reaction 

forces are also of a lower magnitude. Not only that, older people also tend to have more 

heart related problems, making them have a noisier signals (or reaction forces).  In a 

study conducted in [30], about changes in heart function parameters with age, it has 

been reported that with age there is a deterioration in Left ventricular mass (LVM), End 

diastolic volume (EDV), End systolic volume (ESV) and Ejection fraction (EF). For 

example, the Ejection fraction quantifies the amount of blood pumped out of the heart 

with each contraction. We know from [30] that elders generally tend to have a lower EF. 

The major causes of low ejection fraction are Coronary artery disease and heart attacks. 

We had many heart attack patients tested on our recliner chairs which could explain the 

slight decrease in accuracy. Generally patients with clogged and narrow arteries have 
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less accuracy, since the reaction forces obtained from the contraction and expansion of 

the heart muscles are not cleaner, in other words they tend to be more complex in 

shapes, which results in their signals spread across multiple frequencies, giving less 

accurate results when the HT Algorithm is applied.  From Table 4.4 we can also see that 

the male percentage error is low when compared to females. We cannot state this as a 

general trend because of our skewed data set (14 males, 31 females), but in the 71 – 80 

years age group category we had 4 males and females and the average male percentage 

error is lower. This may be the case, due to on average the male heart being 1/3 (about 

60 grams) times larger than that of females, and hence resulting in stronger reaction 

forces captured by the accelerometers. The correlation values are shown in Table 4.2. 

They follow a similar trend as the error rate values.       

 

5.1.2 Respiration Rate discussion  

Figure 4.7 – Figure 4.10 shows the BA plot obtained for the average respiration rate 

calculated from the accelerometers. Although the BA plots show similar mean and 

standard deviations for all 4 configurations, the average values (x-axis) for the under 

seat cushion accelerometer vary very little. This means that the under accelerometer is 

picking low frequency noise rather than the respiration signal. This can be clearly seen 

in the correlation values obtained in Table 4.2 where 0.34 and 0.3 are obtained for the 

under accelerometer while 0.83 and 0.78 are obtained for the side accelerometer for the 

upright and reclined positions, respectively. Hence we choose the accelerometer values 

from the side of the seat cushion to report respiratory rate. Therefore two 

accelerometers are required to accurately estimate heart and respiratory rates. The 

lowest respiration rate obtained during our study was 10 breaths/min, from a 64 year 

old female diagnosed with sleep apnea. The highest was 18 breaths/min from a 79 year 

old male subject. The average percentage error rate of around 7% was obtained for both 

the subjects in the upright and reclined position. The average respiration rate for the 

upright position is 15.3 with the standard deviation of 1.98 breaths/min. As can be seen 

from Table 4.3, the average respiration rate for the subjects in the reclined position is 

14.8, with a standard deviation of 2.2, or about 2.6% less when compared to the upright 

position. This can be explained by the order of testing for the upright and reclined 

positions as explained previously. 
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5.2   Murata SCA11H comparison results 

We can see from Table 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10 that the Murata sensor heart rate is quite 

consistent with the readings of the accelerometer and the ground truth. Figure 4.21 

shows the heart signal obtained from the Murata sensor in the raw data mode. Although 

the J peaks cannot be clearly distinguished from a visual point of view, the HT Algorithm 

output is accurate with respect to the ground truth as shown in Table 4.10.  The Murata 

sensor however underestimates the respiration rate, both in the raw and processed 

data modes. This may be because the Murata sensor does not calculate the respiration 

rate directly by detecting the peaks from the signal obtained in the raw data mode. 

The Murata sensor only measures the true heart pumping signal or the BCG signal, and 

all the other parameters such as Heart rate, Respiratory rate, Heart rate variability, and 

relative stroke volume are calculated from this signal using their software algorithms. 

Thus respiration rate outputted by the sensor is only an indirect measure. The 

respiration rate is specifically extrapolated from the periodical changes in the stroke 

volume and beat to beat intervals caused by the respiration.  In [45], it is shown that 

with the onset of inspiration, the mean stroke volume fell by 7% and during expiration 

there was an increase. This has an effect on the beat to beat intervals from which the 

amount of change in respiration is measured. Therefore, if we do not get a very clean 

BCG signal, the accuracy of all the other parameters will also suffer. This may be the 

cause of the Murata sensor being unable to give accurate reading of respiration rates 

when tested on the chair. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusions and Future Work 

6.1  Conclusions 

In this work a non-invasive sensor system that captures vital signs is developed for use 

in recliner chairs. The location of the accelerometers (sensors) placed on the recliner 

chair was based on the requirements for older adults. Two accelerometers are used, one 

under the seat cushion to calculate the heart rate and another placed on the side of the 

seat cushion to calculate the respiration rate. The sensor system was tested with 45 

subjects, with an average age of 78.8 years, on both the reclined and upright positions of 

the recliner chair. The sensor system works accurately in both cases with an error rate 

of about 1% for heart rate and 7% for respiration rate. Our sensor system will help in 

non-invasively monitoring of older adults vital signs, especially at night when they sleep 

in their recliners. However, there is one limitation, which we are currently working to 

solve. Since, our sensor system relies on capturing the movement caused due to the 

reaction forces from the body, the signals will get corrupted if the recliner chair has a 

rocking motion. Although the rocking motion is periodic, there are different types of 

rocking and it is highly dependent on the chair design. The results from the Murata 

SCA11H can give quite accurate heart rate estimated from the chair, however a reliable 

respiratory estimate could not be obtained. The results from the Breathing Pattern 

Index suggest that higher median BPI over time is indicative of poor respiratory health 

and lower median BPI indicates healthier breathing patterns.  

 

6.2  Future Work 

We are able to obtain a clean heart and respiration signal from the recliner chair. The 

next step would be to develop an embedded system that can be deployed at TigerPlace 

senior housing site to capture the signal data of older adults. Here we can assess how 

much we could improve our predictability of emergencies with the newly acquired data. 
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We are also working on developing diagnostic algorithms based on the morphology of 

the heart and respiration signals obtained from the chair sensor system. This means we 

are planning to predict health changes of the patient based on how much the shape of 

their signals change. We also are investigating how the BPI changes over time especially 

for patient diagnosed with Congestive Heart Failure (CHF). 
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